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terms of the number of processors, which means that as the number of processors increases over the optimal number of We know that when the number of processors is small, the processors of PI, one continues to achieve much better factors that affect the total processing time are the method to performance.
distribute and collect load as well as the root processor participation in computation and processing speed. As (SD with no algorithms were presented such as PI (parallel interlaced) computation). When we compare it with the sequential and PR (parallel recursive) which can assign video frames to distribution method, PI, the improvement is 6 to 8 times. It multiple processors. For these two algorithms the authors [3, 4] means that when the number of processors increases enough to found both the maximum processing throughput and I/O process the whole load, the most critical part is the way to utilization, and the optimal number of processors for each of distribute and collect load rather than whether the root algorithms under a bus architecture, using divisible load processor receives and computes load. analysis [1, 2] In this paper, a star network topology is considered, which ceases computation. consists of the one root (control) processor with multiple ports
In Fig.2 , the value of 'k' is defined as the ratio of the result and m children processors. The root (control) processor (an encoded video) obtained from each child processor to the distributes raw video data (load) and collects the encoded video load sent (an original raw video). That is, data (results) to/from each child processor concurrently via result _ received multiple ports. While the children processors encode the video, load sent the root processor waits for the encoded video data from each child processor.
We have the three cases as follows: The variables we will use in the following are based on the A. The load is not assigned to the rootprocessor (SD-NO)
papers [1, 2, 4] .
We consider the case of a homogenous processor network, ci the load fraction assigned to the ith link-processor pair which means all children processors except the root processor wi the inverse of the computing speed of the ith processor are identical; the inverse processor speed is wi = w and the z, the inverse of the link speed of the ith link inverse network speed is z, z. The root processor does no Tc computing intensity constant: the entire load is computation by itself, and just distribute load and collect results processed in wiTq, seconds by the ith processor to/from the children processors. The timing diagram for Tcm communication intensity constant: the entire load can concurrent scheduling is shown in Fig. 3 From (9), (1 1), the normalization equation (12) Fig.5 In Fig. 6 , we know that for all three cases of the ratio, k, MPEG.
From Fig.8 , we consider three cases of processing speed of In Fig.7 , we assume that the processing power of the root the root processor for SD-COMP. Those are twice, 5 the number of processors. However when the number of processors is 30, the performance improvement of SD-COMP is small, just 1.3 times, against the SD-NO method as compared to 6 to 8 times against PI and PR. One point to note is that when the number of processors is small, it is the method to distribute load as well as the root processor speed that is important to total processing time. The other point is that when the number of processors increases enough, the most critical part is the method to distribute and collect load simultaneously or sequentially rather than whether load is assigned to the root processor.
V. CONCLUSION We believe that this work is meaningful for showing not only a more efficient scheduling method for parallel video encoding, but also good scalability in the number of processors. Through simultaneous load distribution and collection, our proposed method, SD scheduling, achieves a minimum 3 times better performance under the optimal number of processors of the PI method, and 8 times better performance when the number of processors increases up to 30. In addition, in terms of a practical processor and network topology, we propose a mutil-port star network to achieve concurrent communication among the root processor and children processors. In the future, other appropriate network topologies could be considered.
